Everything You Need to Know about
Incorporating Video in Your Marketing
The hottest trend in content marketing for business is video. It’s everywhere and with multiple social
media platforms investing serious resources into video in 2016, you can assume it’s not going away.

Using Video for Your Business
The “old-fashioned” way of using video–and I mean this facetiously because it’s how we did it a year
ago—was to sit down and record a video. You then would spend hours editing or paying someone to do
it for you.
Today, it’s all about live video, which can then be saved and made available for your audience. People
are broadcasting children opening gifts, seeing things for the first time, even zip lining. This personal
increase in live video is also being experienced on the business end with businesses broadcasting
contest results, office tours, and conferences for anyone who wants to tune in.
There are many reasons to use video for your business. People are drawn to it and it establishes nearly
the same kind of connection you could get from face-to-face interaction. Some of the live video
platforms also let you take questions as if your audience was right in front of you.
Here’s a rundown of what you need to know about the most popular video platforms and their
capabilities.

Facebook Live and Facebook Live 360
Aside from the potentially large audience, why use Facebook Live? The audience is the reason you use
Facebook Live, but it’s not just because of how many people use Facebook in general. Facebook has
been rather open about how businesses are only seen by those who interact with their content. That
means you’re lucky if 20% of your audience sees what you post. But as an incentive to get more people
using Facebook Live, Facebook extends your reach while you’re live and notifies people that you’re
broadcasting.
You can broadcast for up to 90 minutes on the platform but with attention spans as they are, this should
be saved for only the most remarkable content. But you do want to stay on for more than 15 to ensure
you maximize that extended reach.
Facebook 360 immerses the viewers in a 360-degree viewing experience. If you’re broadcasting from
somewhere that the view is the show, consider using the 360 option.
Here are more details about how you can be successful using Facebook Live and 360.

YouTube
We can’t forget the “venerable” video platform that is also the second biggest search engine in the
world after Google. According to the site, “YouTube has over a billion users — almost one-third of all
people on the Internet — and every day people watch hundreds of millions of hours on YouTube and
generate billions of views.” And more than half of those hits come from mobile. Many people think of
this site as a place to “hang” videos but you also have the option of going live, as long as you don’t have
any restrictions placed against your account and it is a verified account.

Twitter/Periscope
Twitter now offers live streaming too through its acquisition of the Periscope platform. It also features a
360-degree immersive experience (currently available to selected users but will eventually roll out to
everyone). It aims at being the next best thing to being there. Here are more details on how you can use
Twitter Live for business.

Instagram
2016 has been a busy year for live video and Instagram is also rolling out a live feature. Instagram Stories
allows businesses (and others) to create content that resides at the top of followers’ streams for 24
hours. Instagram was purchased by Facebook in 2012, so you might notice the same limitations to
views. Fresh content is a way to get seen and video gets a lot of interaction, so if you’re using Instagram
for business, video is a good addition. Here’s everything you need to know about using Instagram Stories
and video for your business.

In Conclusion
If you want to remain competitive in your market, at some point soon you’ll be using video. There are
lots of options out there and while this article covers most of them, tomorrow there may be a few more,
as well as the day after that. When you’re ready to take on video, decide what platform you feel most
comfortable with. Don’t feel like you have to go live on each one. Find one you like and begin.
One final thing to keep in mind is that you don’t own these social platforms so your video should never
solely reside in these spaces. Tomorrow they could disappear and all of your visual marketing would too.

Instead, go live on your platform of choice and then save the videos elsewhere. The only plot of ground
you can count on is your own.
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